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Chairman’s Report
Once the longest day has passed, the year seems to accelerate and at time of writing we were building
the float for the last day of Comrie Fortnight. Where does the time go? Since our last Newsletter we
had a great Spring weekend away at Glenmore Lodge which went very well, and I hope will remain a
fixture in our Ramblers calendar. Our thanks go to both Felicity and Andrew for their organisation.
Our programme of walks, strolls and hill climbs have been well supported and enjoyed by all. Our
annual coastal walk was as popular as ever and such a good idea to combine the Strollers with the
Walkers enabling us to make full use of the larger bus. Next week I hope to see as many of you who
can make our Strathearn Ramblers BBQ on Friday the 15th August at 6pm. The remnants of Heinrich's
wake remain in Myra's garage, so although we suggest you BYOB there should be enough for all to
have another toast on Heinrich.
I have received communication from Trish Hamilton, now living in North Ayrshire, telling me that her
walking group is coming up to Comrie on Saturday, 30th August to do two walks. The first walk is 7
miles to include the Ross, Earthquake House, Dalginross and Poggle Wood. The second walk of 10
miles includes Braefordie, the Standing Stones, Balmuick, Shaky Bridge and the Deil's Cauldron
circular. Both walks start at 10.00 from the Recycling Centre car park. If you wish to join this group
and provide some local knowledge please contact me.
The Away Weekend at Blair Atholl is not faraway now, the walks have been recced and I can disclose
we will have some unusual surprises for all of you making the Weekend Away. The Strathearn
Ramblers know how to have a good time. All that remains is for the weather to be kind to us. May I
take this opportunity to thank all the Committee members and walk leaders for their continued interest
and time in making the Strathearn Ramblers such a success.
Ken Heiser
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BBQ at Myra Robertson’s garden
Friday, 15 August 2014
Myra has generously opened her garden at Catonia Cottage, Nurses Lane, Comrie for the Ramblers‟
Annual BBQ on 15 August 2014. The charcoal should be at a perfect temperature at 6.00pm. Bring
your own food, refreshments and seating. Come and join us for a great friendly evening.
Wine and some nibbles will be supplied, left over from the walk when we spread Heinrich‟s ashes.

Bus Booking
To ensure that the bus leaves on time and to avoid confusion can walkers please put all the names of
those wanting to use the bus when returning the booking slip to Anne Kay.
A verbal request to any member of the committee does not constitute a booking and could lead to
embarrassment to both parties on the day.

Crieff to Comrie path survey
A survey to find out people‟s thoughts about the Crieff to Comrie path and who might use it if it were
improved was launched recently. It has had coverage in the local press and Andrew Thompson spoke
about it at the AGM, encouraging members to complete it online at
www.surveymonkey.com/s/CorePathSurvey
or on a paper form (available from Costcutter, Comrie and Crieff Community Library). If you know
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Spring Away Weekend - 25-27 April 2014 Glenmore Lodge
As the weekend was a fairly informal affair, I decided not to twist anyone‟s arm to do a report for the newsletter, but
to simply provide a brief summary of our activities.
The really short summary is: relaxed, sociable, comfy accommodation, good walking and beautiful scenery.
The slightly longer summary is that 15 of us went to Glenmore Lodge, the National Outdoor Centre, with 11 staying
in two adjacent self-catering timber chalets, 2 taking B&B in the Lodge and 2 in a campervan. We had three days
walking, the weather was better than forecast and we enjoyed each others‟ company.
Our rendezvous at lunchtime on Friday was at the beach on Loch
Morlich, from where we did a circuit of the loch (3.75 miles)
under grey skies. The walk took us through lovely pinewoods
and gave us views of the snow-filled northern corries below the
cloud-capped Cairngorms plateau. After the walk we checked
into Glenmore Lodge, which we found a very friendly and easygoing centre, with staff that were genuinely helpful, but without
the smarminess you get from employees of big corporations
who‟ve been trained in „customer service‟. On the Friday night
all 15 of us gathered in the larger chalet for a „pot luck‟ style
dinner with food and drink supplied by participants. This
required some borrowing of seats, crockery and glasses from the
other chalet and Ken‟s campervan (I hope we managed to get it
all back in the right place!). It was a lively evening that seemed to fly by with lots of laughter and chat.
We agreed to meet on Saturday morning at 9am (if I remember rightly??) to set off on our walks. Bynack More was
a potential target for the hill walkers, but the weather forecast made depressing reading. Heeding this forecast, which
suggested that it would be difficult to stand up on the wind-blown and rain-soaked tops, we all opted for a walk that
took in pretty Loch an Eilein from Inverdruie. Three varieties of walk were taken – 8, 10 or 12 miles in length: there
and back, there then through Rothiemurchus to the Cairngorm Club bridge at the start of the Lairig Ghru, and – the
longest option – back on foot to Glenmore Lodge from the bridge. A swim and sauna was suitably reviving
afterwards.
On Saturday night we all ate together in the Lochain Bar at Glenmore Lodge, which we had pre-booked as we
anticipated that we wouldn‟t feel like cooking after a longer walk. A cheery young barman (who looked like he was
there for the outdoor activities) took our orders and served us from a menu with a decidedly inventive twist. My
asparagus and pea ravioli in a butternut squash sauce was delicious. And the Cairngorm brewery beer outshone our
local Inveralmond offerings.
Sunday‟s weather forecast was not any better than Saturday‟s,
but by then we had learnt to take it with a pinch of salt. All of us
(apart from Jan who was minding the dachshunds) walked up to
Lochan Uaine, an unusually green loch. From there the strollers
headed back down the Pass of Ryvoan, following waymarkers to
climb by a rough path to a higher level (3.5 miles). Some who
didn‟t want to be too late back walked up to Ryvoan bothy than
turned left to climb the Corbett Meall a‟ Bhuchaille (810m/6
miles), continuing over the top then returning through Glenmore
Forest and past the reindeer centre. The remaining seven of us
turned right for the long walk around the back of Cairn Gorm to
the Munro Bynack More (1090m/13 miles). The sun came out for
a while and we were glad to discover that the path had been
relatively recently repaired, making progress much easier until the final 200m of climb, where we diverted around
steep snow fields. Luck was on our side as the summit remained clear of cloud, although it appeared to be the only
Munro not blanketed. The high ground seemed to be a stronghold of ptarmigan, as we saw several pairs, some at
close quarters.
On Sunday night we were home before dark, possibly a little weary, but glad to have had a convivial time with
fellow ramblers.
Felicity Martin
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Walk Reports
Walk - 27th April 2014 Auch Farm & Glen Coralan
Sixteen keen ramblers headed off wondering what type of walk and weather awaited them 'up north'. We
needn't have worried – it turned out to be a beautiful sunny day. This was a new walk for most of us and we
were not disappointed.
We left the West Highland Way, most of us made our way safely across a ford, headed towards the railway
viaduct and then we were on our own with only a few sheep for company. The hills looked at their best in
the sunshine as we made our way up a long but gentle slope to the top of the valley. Lunch break was spent
looking down onto a tumbling stream where one of our lady members was dipping her toes. As usual there
was much laughter in the air and many photographs were taken.
During the recce our leaders had spied a new path not marked on the maps and it had been decided to take
advantage of this feature and turn it into a circular and even more interesting walk. We followed the stream
downhill and passed a small privately owned hydro-electric scheme which had been built (hence the new
path). Under another railway viaduct and eventually we reached the West Highland Way once more. The
only train to pass us all day came at the wrong time while we were all at the back of our cars taking off our
boots.
Ann Morrison
Stroll - 11th May 2014 Lochearnhead to St Fillans
Our most recent Newsletter (No. 67) included an article by Chairman Ken Heiser emphasising the
importance of developing the old dismantled railway track between Lochearnhead and St Fillans into a core
path which would provide the central link of what would become an east - west long-distance walking route
across Scotland.
Our stroll on 11 May gave us the opportunity to walk this link as it exists at present. After pick-ups in
Crieff and Comrie, a full Co-Co bus ably driven by Ken took us (21 ramblers) to Lochearnhead. Ken and
Anne Kay drove back to St Fillans to park the bus and walk back along the track to meet the rest of us. The
old railway trackbed remains intact (i.e. recognisable) over much of its length, and parts of it are now
followed by farm or forestry tracks, but in one or two places, particularly in the western part, tree
plantations and sheds oblige walkers to make detours of up to a few hundred metres over difficult sloping
ground in order to rejoin the old line. If the path is to be developed, it shouldn‟t be too much of a problem
to return the path to the line of the old railway at these spots.
As we proceeded eastwards (many gates!), we took a coffee stop at Ardveich and our lunch stop at Derry,
just past Dalkenneth, with open views across Loch Earn to Ben Vorlich, still sporting a few patches of
snow. Ken and Anne had already rejoined us - I think they must have been running! From there to Glen
Tarken the track was somewhat muddy. At Glen Tarken we stopped to admire the new bridge over the
gorge of Glentarken Burn – very impressive.
From the bridge, it wasn‟t far to St Fillans, and a welcome refreshment at the Four Seasons. We were lucky
with the weather. The forecast was for showers, but happily we didn‟t have a drop of rain, indeed the sun
nearly came out on one or two occasions. Thanks to Anne, Ken, Myra and Susan for keeping us on the
(more or less) straight and narrow.
Alan Dempster
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The Historical Bit - The Crieff To Balquidder Railway
I can‟t let you go without giving you a bit of historical background. The opening the railway between
Crieff and Comrie (and a new station in Crieff) was celebrated on 1 st June 1893. By 1901, the line had
reached St Fillans. The St Fillans - Lochearnhead section was completed by mid-1904, and a year later the
line was joined to the Callander and Oban Railway some two miles south of Lochearnhead, at a station
originally named Lochearnhead but (since there was now a station at Lochearnhead itself) renamed
Balquhidder. Completion of this link meant that it was possible to cross the Highlands by rail from coast to
coast (Perth to Oban).
The line from Comrie to Balquhidder was, alas, closed completely on 1st October 1951, after less than
fifty years use - a shame, really, when one considers the work that went into the design and construction of
its many substantial bridges, cuttings and embankments, including the beautiful viaduct at Lochearnhead. I
was a passenger on the very last train to run from Crieff to Lochearnhead and back, and I have a fond
memory of it. Needless to say, the train was packed, and I recall thinking that had it been regularly as busy
as it was that sunny but sad day, it might have survived a little longer.
Alan Dempster
Hill Walk - 18th May 2014 Schiehallion
In warm but cloudy weather ten members set off from Crieff at 0915 for Schiehallion car park, where we
were joined by Duncan McDonald
Unfortunately Ken Heiser explained that as he was under doctor‟s orders and would only do the lower part
of the walk, therefore he asked Charlie Panton to lead the walk. Charlie carried out his duties with much
skill and good nature, ably assisted by Val Callan and Duncan.
As the “newboy” (or oldboy at 75) both as a new member and attempting my first Munro, the task of
report writing fell firmly into my lap! The hill walk started with 1.8 miles of steady climb up the defined
and well maintained path, in my case breathing hard and hoping for an early break. The break did come
with the guidance to a gully on the hillside, giving some protection from the now increased wind and light
rain/cloud droplets.
Strength from the break was needed as we soon entered the scree area where feet had to be placed with
care and it also needed energy for the climb. The boulder area then took over, requiring more
concentration for every step and for the next 3-4 steps. Unfortunately the gusty wind was now strong
enough to shift one‟s body in mid stride making new step plans necessary.
At last the summit was in sight and the final approach less steep. The members kindly insisted that as I was
achieving my first Munro I should be the first of our group to reach the top. Thank you for the honour
which I appreciate.
After taking photos we were rewarded with lunch just below the summit, with good distant views all
around. The descent was easier, as gravity helped us, the wind had dropped and the clouds dispersed.
Further photos were taken when we crossed the snow-covered area, where I was surprised to feel the
warmth of the sun reflected up from the packed snow.
Unfortunately I suffered cramp in my legs whilst descending through the last of the scree area, but thanks
to valuable advice and friendly assistance from members I slowly completed the walk.
We enjoyed refreshments at the Black Watch Inn, Aberfeldy, - including eating salty crisps to counter
cramp!
I hope everyone enjoyed the great day on Schiehallion, in good company and wonderful surroundings, I
certainly did.
I look forward to future strolls, walks, and hill walks, and maybe including a few more Munros.
Richard Haseltine
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Walk - 25th May 2014 Loch Ordie and Deuchary Hill
Thirteen of us set off on a not very seasonal May morning from the Cally car park at Dunkeld and for the
rest of the day it drizzled and dried up in equal measures. We had a fairly easy climb to Mill Dam for a
coffee break at a seat beside the water only stopping on the way to watch about nine variously coloured
deer lying in the grass before they eventually set off in line up the opposite slope.
It was decided not to climb Deuchary Hill as it had been very slippy on the recce so we walked round the
back of the hill, had a “photo opportunity” on the bridge to Riemore Lodge and carried on to Loch Ordie
for lunch.
The walk back past the Queen Victoria cairn was when I first realised that I had done this walk last year on
the Tryst – so much for my powers of observation. My only excuse is that last time it was raining so hard
that I don‟t think I looked up at all! (Sandra, when I‟m a leader on any Tryst walks you can guarantee
torrential rain - Editor.)
The walk back was past three lovely lochans, stopping again at Mill Dam for coffee before walking down
to the cars. A great and surprisingly easy 12.5 miles, lovely wildflowers, trees and the usual good chat!
Many thanks to Ken and Val for a most enjoyable walk – must do it again in the sunshine!
Sandra Campbell
Stroll - 8th June 2014 Glen Ogle to Killin
Fourteen of us on the bus with Ken at the wheel for this linear walk and a road sign indicates a road
closure on the A82. Plan B quickly discussed but unnecessary as the road was open!
A leisurely stroll indeed led by a relaxed Margaret Birks with some lovely views of the Tarmachan Ridge
as we wandered through the Acharn Forest. Bursts of sunshine cheered the scenery from time to time and
a lunch spot on the banks of the river Tay was a delight allowing Nan to have her usual little paddle and
joined by Margaret till the heavens opened and a very quick dash under the trees to avoid soggy
sandwiches. How quickly the scene can change.
Along the old railway line to the ruin of Finlanrig Castle, built 1629 and formerly the home of the
Breadalbane family. Margaret showed us the beheading chamber where the blood drained from – a
deathly silence till she reveals it is actually a water tank!
The Falls of Dochart were a great sight after the recent rains.
Only 5 miles in total with much chatting and photo snapping making for a very enjoyable day.
Janet Leckie
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Hill Walk – 15th June 2014 Ben Halton
Originally we planned this as a local hill walk, up one of the not very high (640m/2099ft), but rough and
strenuous Aberuchill hills. However, nearer the time it turned into something much more poignant – an
opportunity to fulfil the last wishes of Heinrich Steinmeyer.
Heinrich had been a prisoner of war at Cultybraggan
and had stayed working in Scotland for some years after
the war. After his return to Germany, he fondly
remembered his time here and subsequently returned
and became a friend of Comrie and George Carson in
particular. He had arranged with George that the
Strathearn Ramblers would scatter his ashes on the
„black hills‟ overlooking the camp. Sadly, George died
shortly before Heinrich, so the duty to arrange this fell
to Ken Heiser, our chairman.
To enable as many people as possible to come along, we
decided to turn the walk into a stroll as well as a hill
walk and to scatter his ashes in two areas on Ben Halton. The first place half way up, a little beyond
Tomanour, was chosen to be as accessible by a steady walk up the track. A group of 31 made it there to
listen to Ken Heiser say a bit about Heinrich's life and to read some words prepared by Paddy Allen for his
committal. Some of the walkers then continued to the end of the track at the far side of the hill before
returning.
I then led a smaller group of 12 of us up into thick mist and over the top of the hill. We scattered the
remainder of his ashes high up where there is a view to Comrie and Cultybraggan Camp (on a clear day!).
We didn‟t re-emerge from the mist until we reached the small slate quarry above Tomanour and had our
first view over Comrie and Strathearn. The group
included Chris Palmer, one of the directors of Comrie
Development Trust, who now look after Cultybraggan
for the community, and his wide Fiona.
Later in the afternoon we had a wake in one of the huts
at the camp, celebrating Heinrich‟s life with a few
drinks and a buffet obtained from Hansen‟s Kitchen in
the village. Heinrich had left the Ramblers some
money for this in his will. He had also requested that a
piper play „Amazing Grace‟ and Phil Gill was kind
enough to come along in full regalia and do that in
style. We then raised our glasses to the hill and toasted
Heinrich.
Felicity Martin
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Walk - 29th June 2014 Arbroath to Carnoustie
Out of the 28 people who travelled to Arbroath by bus 20 were the walkers who were doing the 7 miles to
Carnioustie.
We walked along the promenade for a bit past the interesting signal tower before taking to the wide sandy
beach since the tide was out. Then we went up onto the dunes and stopped at a very pleasant spot with
greenery and water for a coffee break.
We then returned to the beach and along the sand again for a while before heading once more for the
dunes. Here we stopped for lunch followed by a few games, since we had acquired some balls - french
cricket with walking poles demonstrated by Ann M and Irwin and a football knockabout by few others.
Later several others enjoyed time on some children's swings. It is amazing what the Ramblers can get up
to!
Nearing Carnoustie we crossed the railway line twice, taking great care to avoid the many fast trains which
seemed to use the busy line, and continued our walk as the rain began to fall. Since the coach wasn't there
- it had taken an unscheduled trip to Monifieth! - we dispersed to find places to have tea or coffee, before
heading back to Crieff and Comrie as the weather improved once again.
It was a different walk and very enjoyable along a nice length of seashore.
Fiona Fletcher
Stroll - 13th July 2014 Murthly & River Tay
On a lovely sunny day, 13 ramblers took part in a beautiful stroll through Murthly Castle Estate. From the
start at the entrance to Murthly Castle we took a circular route through the Estate. A large part of the walk
was along the side of the spectacular River Tay. We stopped for lunch at a fishers‟ lodge where chairs and
tables were set out for our convenience. This is where Nan had her obligatory feet-dip in the water.
Our chosen route enabled us to view the Castle from a reasonable distance. The Castle dates from the 14th
century and it offers views of the Tay and also Birnam Hill, which features in Shakespeare‟s Macbeth. We
completed an excellent outing with an ice cream stop at Stewart Tower Dairy near Bankfoot.
Thanks to Margaret McVicar and Val Callan for arranging and leading this excellent stroll.
Margaret Sloan
Hill Walk - 20th July 2014 Tarmachan Ridge
Whilst the rest of the UK sweltered and suffered
torrential thunderstorms etc, eight of us set out to
traverse the Tarmachan Ridge on 21st July. What a
treat; glorious weather; glorious views and, of course,
glorious company. As it was so glorious and as the
majority of us had never completed all the tops, it was
decided there and then to continue after the 3rd top and
onto the 4th. Although it took a total of 7 1/2 leisurely
hours and despite being "ambushed" at lunchtime by
two uncontrolled dogs, we all agreed how splendid the
day had been.
Carolyn McKeggie
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Walk - 27th July 2014 Glen Tarken and Glen Beich Walk
On a cloudy, greyish morning, 13 members met at St
Fillans to walk up GlenTarken (up being the operative
word here), looking back along Loch Earn, we could see
misty rain heading our way and it soon caught us up, so on
with the wet gear. It didn‟t last too long and by the time we
reached the coffee stop at the nameless cottage, it had all
but gone off. Only to return a few miles further on, this
lasted to just before the lunch stop by and in a burn,
fortunately, quite dry.
Leaving lunch we continued into Glen Beich and
approximately 2 miles of rough walk, during this time the
sun came out and stayed with us for the rest of the
afternoon.
Descending to the old railway line, some of the party left and the rest carried on along the track to St.
Fillans. Having walked this part in May, it was surprising how overgrown the path had become, making
walking more difficult and not such a pleasant walk. It was good to see the new Glentarken Bridge and
cross it, meaning that the end was in sight.
The whole day was mercifully free of flying, biting insects, midges, clegs and ticks and not many flies to
annoy.
On the whole a good day out.
Helen Rathbone
Stroll - 10th August Stirling to Cambuskenneth Abbey and Wallace
Monument
A very wet Sunday morning, 5 hardy WOMEN ( 1 leader and 2 back markers & 2 strollers) met up at the
Smith Museum for our stroll around Stirling.
A slow wet stroll took us up to Stirling Castle passing the old High School, now the Highland Hotel,
briefly visiting the Church of the Holy Rude, through the cemetery and up to the ramparts of the Castle.
Whilst stopping to take in the view, Anne our leader suggested that as the weather was so wet that we
should perhaps think of getting the hop-on hop-off bus at the Wallace Monument to take us back to the
Smiths Museum. We all whole heartily agreed.
Leaving the castle behind we followed the River Forth taking us out to Cambuskenneth Abbey, where we
had a quick wet lunch, it was decided by all, that due to the constant rain, we curtail our stroll and return
back to Stirling. Leaving the Wallace Monument to be visited at another time.
Our leader Anne was so informative and knowledgeable about the history of Stirling, the Castle and
surrounding area. Which proves you are never too old to learn!!!!
PS note to self:
Strolls leave Comrie at 10 am. The writer of this report got to the start of the walk 1 hour too early!
Margaret Birks
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Future Walks
17th August

Hill Walk Glen Lochay, Sgiath Chuil

3022ft/921m 9 Miles

Sgiath Chuil has a craggy summit ridge running N-S with tops, Sgiath Chrom (853m) to the south and
Meall a' Churain (917m) to the north and the summit midway between them. The first mile is on forestry
vehicle track up to a water board intake, the remainder of the walk is on open hillside up to subsidiary top
Meall a' Churain then a fairly level last kilometre to the top. The hillside is a mixture of grass, heather
some peat hags and a few burns but no regular path. The reward is all round superb views (weather
permitting). We recommend that gaiters are used on this walk.
Depart Crieff Coop car park 08.45. Comrie School car park 09.00. Pay drivers £3
Leaders: Charlie Panton(655337), Duncan McDonald, David McLeod
31st August

Walk

North Third Reservoir & Lewis Hill

10 miles

A fine way to celebrate the 700th anniversary of The Battle of Bannockburn. The walk starts at
Bannockburn Heritage Centre, Glasgow Road, Stirling walking by the Bannock Burn then around the
North Third Reservoir. The return is up and over Lewis Hill providing fantastic views along the Forth and
towards the Ochils and northwards.
The route to the Heritage Centre is to take the M9 and leaving at junction 9, take the 1st exit onto the
A872 at the roundabout.
Depart Crieff Coop car park 09.00. Comrie School car park 09.00. Meet Bannockburn Heritage
Centre 10.00. Cars required pay driver £3
Leaders: Margaret Birks (07977865434), Susan Sinclair, Ken Heiser
14th September

Stroll

Muthill to Crieff

6.5 miles

A pleasant late summer stroll from Muthill, founded by Culdee Monks in the 700's and with a rich history,
including having to be almost totally rebuilt after most of the buildings were destroyed by retreating
Jacobites in 1716. The path back to Crieff along well defined tracks touching River Earn with interesting
detours along the way. Bus booking form at the back.
Depart Comrie School car park 10.00. Crieff Coop car park 10.20
Leaders: Anne Kay (670898), Susan Sinclair
21st September
Hill Walk Beinn Ghlas & Ben Lawers
3983ft/1214m 6.5 Miles

3619ft/1103m &

Start at the Ben Lawers car park on the west side of the road; there is a voluntary donation. This a a very
popular hill walk and a must for all those who appreciate the Perthshire Hills. The path up to Beinn Ghlas,
is well defined and is only steep, zig-zaggy and rocky towards the summit then there is a wide path which
leads across a bealach to Ben Lawers. There are a couple of ways to descend and this will depend and
time and weather conditions.
Depart Crieff Coop car park 08.45. Comrie School car park 09.00. Meet Ben Lawers Car Park 10.00
Pay drivers £3
Leaders: Charlie Panton (655337), Duncan McDonald, Dave McKeggie
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28th September

Walk

Three Glens & a Railway Station

14 Miles

The three glens are Ogle, Kendrum and Dubh. Leaving the car park there is a steep ascent to join the Glen
Ogle cycle track then taking a clockwise direction towards Edenkip Farm we turn into Glen Kendrum
along a track with the Kindrum Burn to our left. Fording the burn here is a steep ascent up to Glen Dubh
and Creag Mac Ranaich then down the watershed where we meet the old railway line. Turning east the
railway takes us to Glen Ogle and a pleasant walk back down to the car park on the cycle path.
Depart Crieff Coop car park 08.45. Comrie School car park 09.00. Meet Lochearnhead car park
09.25. Cars required pay driver £1
Leaders: Myra Robertson (670166), Stephanie Blaauw, Margaret McVicar
12th October

Stroll

Cloan Glen to Auchterarder

6 miles

This stroll starts from Crown Wynd car park, Auchterarder, the route is along Ruthven St., crossing the
Ruthven Water, then through a subway under the A9 , heading out into the countryside, heading for Cloan
Glen, which was a drove road at one time. On the return the views are looking over to Auchterarder and
Strathearn and the Highlands.
Depart Comrie School car park 10.00. Crieff Coop car park 10.15. Meet Crown Wynd 10.40. Pay
drivers £2
Leaders: Myra Robertson (670166), Margaret Shankland, Margaret McVicar
19th October Hill Walk

Creag Uchdag

2884ft/879m

9 Miles

This Corbett is seen in views up Glen Lednock from the Comrie area. Lying above Loch Lednock, its
southwest face is riven by pinnacled crags, but the other sides are smooth and grassy. Doing this walk at
the height of the rut, we are likely to see and hear good numbers of red deer.
We will park at Invergeldie and approach via the Glen Maik ruins and Loch Lednock, then climb beside
the Allt Mor before an ascending traverse along the edge of the escarpment to the summit. For variation,
we‟ll take the „Anne Kay‟ route back to Invergeldie.
Depart Crieff Coop car park 7.45 and Comrie School car park 08.00.
Leaders: Felicity Martin (670987 or 07801 896439), Robert Burns, Andrew Quinn. Pay drivers 50p
26th October

Walk

Newton Bridge to Amulree 7 Miles

Walking in from Newton Bridge west towards Loch Tay by the River Almond the path is relatively flat.
After meeting the Rob Roy Way we turn right up Glen Lochan between Meall nan Fuaran and Beinn na
Gainimh and down passed Lochan a Mhuilinn towards Loch Freuchie where the bus will pick us up. A
good walk for Autumn. Remember the clocks go back this weekend.
Depart Comrie School car park 09.00 and Crieff Coop car park at 09.15. Bus booking form at the
back.
Leaders: Ken Heiser (670545), Robert Harrison, Susan Sinclair
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9th November

Stroll

Falkirk Wheel & Antonine Wall

4.5 miles

An almost level walk following the Forth & Clyde Canal towpath to Bonnybridge on good surfaced paths,
roads with pavements. Explore the Antonine Wall and Roman Fort before a woodland walk reaches the
top of the Falkirk Wheel, a marvel of modern engineering. If time and conditions permit we will visit the
Kelpies.
Comrie School car park 10.00. Crieff Coop car park 10.00 Meet Millennium Wheel Car Park, Falkirk
11.20 Pay drivers £4
Leaders: Margaret Birks (01786 880288), Irwin Keith
(Directions to Millennium Drive Car Park. Come off the M9 at junction 9 then take the 4th exit on A872.
After approximately 4 miles turn left towards Denny on the A833. After approximately 3.5 miles at the
Three Bridges Roundabout take second exit onto Millennium Wheel Drive.)
30th November

Walk

Invergeldie High Level Circular

7 Miles

The last time we did this is was a rootaboot (real rambling) with Anne Kay leading, which means we‟ll
take you up hill and down glen towards Loch Lednock dam and many places in-between. A must for a
enthusiastic walkers keen to see the nooks and crannies available just outside Comrie with great views
over the surrounding valleys.
Depart Crieff Coop car park 08.45. Comrie School car park 09.00. Meet Invergeldie car park 9.15.
Pay drivers 50p
Leaders: Ken Heiser (670545), Andrew Quinn, Susan Sinclair

The Strathearn Rambler is the official newsletter of the Strathearn Ramblers which is a Comrie based organisation with no
affiliation or connection to the Ramblers Association or any other walking organisation.
The editor would welcome comments from fellow members on suggestions and improvements to the Strathearn Rambler.
Editor:

Irwin Keith
St John‟s
7 Strathearn Terrace
Crieff PH7 3DT

Email: i.keith@btinternet.com
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Bus Booking Form
14th September Stroll

Muthill to Crieff

Please reserve ………………………………...seats on the bus for this walk. The bus will pick up
Comrie walkers at 10.00 at Comrie School car park and Crieff walkers at 10.15 from the Crieff Coop
car park. At the end of the walk the bus will take walkers from Crieff back to Comrie.
Enclosed is the sum of £…………………………… @ £2 per person.
Please pass this form and monies in an envelope clearly marked “Muthill to Crieff” to the Transport
Secretary
Anne Kay
4 Strown Square
Comrie PH6 2ER
Closing date: Wednesday 10th September 2014.
Cheques to be made to “Strathearn Ramblers”.
Tick the box if you wish it be picked up at Comrie School car park at 10.00
Tick the box if you wish to be picked up at Crieff Coop car park at 10.15
Names of passengers ………………………………………………………………...

Bus Booking Form
26th October Stroll

Newton Bridge to Amulree

Please reserve ………………………………...seats on the bus for this walk. The bus will pick up at
9.00 at Comrie School car park and at 9.15 from the Crieff Coop car park. At the end of the walk the
bus will take walkers from Amulree back to Comrie.
Enclosed is the sum of £…………………………… @ £3 per person.
Please pass this form and monies in an envelope clearly marked “Newton Bridge to Amulree” to the
Transport Secretary
Anne Kay
4 Strown Square
Comrie PH6 2ER
Closing date: Wednesday 22nd October 2014.
Cheques to be made to “Strathearn Ramblers”.
Tick the box if you wish it be picked up at Comrie School car park at 9.00
Tick the box if you wish to be picked up at Crieff Coop car park at 9.15
Names of passengers ………………………………………………………………...
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